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Abstract

Big data is increasingly available in all areas of manufacturing and operations, which presents an
opportunity for better decision making, to introduce the next generation of innovative technologies.
Recently, there has been a large development in the field of patent analytics, which describes the science
of analysing large amounts of patent information to discover relationships and trends (Trippe, 2003).
Similarly, we define Intellectual Property Analytics (IPA) as the data science of analysing large amount
of IP information, to discover relationships, trends and patterns. It is a multidisciplinary approach to
gain valuable knowledge from data and to drive decision making, rooted in the business context. With
the rise of artificial intelligence, there are a number of techniques available for analysing big data;
however, while these techniques have widely been applied in other fields to complement management
processes, they have hardly been applied in the IP field (Lupu, 2017). In this paper, we contribute in
solving the problem of incomplete adoption of IPA within firms, by producing a literature review on the
state-of-the-art on IPA methods and techniques.
Research Background

Big data is increasingly available in all areas of manufacturing and operations (OECD, 2016). Data as such presents value for enabling a competitive data-driven economy (EPSRC’s Delivery Plan 2016, theme of “Connectedness” (EPSRC, 2016b)), which is at the heart of the Internet of things and Industry 4.0 (EPO, 2016). Increased data availability presents an opportunity for better decision making and strategy development (EPSRC, 2016a), to introduce the next generation of innovative and disruptive technologies and drive business innovation through digital transformation (EPSRC’s Area of “Connected Nation” (EPSRC, 2016c)).

Over the last two decades, there has been a large development in the field of patent analytics. Patent analytics describes the science of analysing large amounts of intellectual property information, in relation to other data sources, to discover relationships and trends (Abbas et al., 2014; Baglieri and Cesaroni, 2013; Moehrle et al., 2010; Trippe, 2003). With the digitization of patent data, the world’s largest repository of technical information has become accessible for rapidly decreasing costs. Patent data has long been considered the world’s largest repository of technological information, and only with its digitization since the BACON project in 1984 (Dintzner and Van Thieleny, 1991) and gradual improvements of analytics over the last decades, patent data has become increasingly accessible to a non-specialist audience (Aristodemou et al., 2017; Raturi et al., 2010). With the rise of artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), deep learning (DL) and artificial neural networks (ANN), there are a number of methods and techniques for analysing IP data (Abbas et al., 2014; Lupu, 2017; Oldham and Fried, 2016; Trippe, 2015). However, while machine learning and deep learning algorithms have widely been applied in other fields to analyse large amounts of data and complement management processes, they have hardly been applied in the IP field (Lupu, 2017).

In particular, in a study we run, we have used the technology roadmapping approach (Phaal et al., 2012) to explore the future of patent analytics (Aristodemou and Tietze, 2017). We identify 11 priority technologies, such as artificial intelligence and artificial neural networks, that are important to be adopted in the patent analytics domain (Lupu, 2017). We also identify 21 enablers for potential breakthrough progress of the field that cluster around four themes: technology development cycles and methodologies; legislation and standardisation for patent data quality; continuous professional development; and cooperation between industry and academia. From these, we concentrate on understanding analytic techniques further, and in specific, we identify the need of adoption of these computer science techniques techniques, to complement decision processes and provide decision support (Aristodemou et al., 2017; Lupu, 2017). This is very much in line with the propositions by Agrawal et al. (2017), which suggest that AI can improve prediction capabilities, which complements human judgement in making decisions (Ciccatelli, 2017; Simmer, 2001; Stading, 2017a,b). They argue that machine
prediction is a complement to human judgement, and can provide a form of decision support (Turban et al., 2005).

In this paper, we contribute in solving the problem of incomplete adoption of intellectual property analytics within firms (Aristodemou and Tietze, 2017), by producing a literature review on the state-of-the-art on IPA methods and techniques.

Methodology

The paper aims to summarise the existing work in the field, especially when it comes to the application of machine learning, artificial neural networks and artificial intelligence in the intellectual property domain (Abbas et al., 2014; Lupu, 2017). To carry out the literature review, the narrative literature review approach has been adopted (Cronin et al., 2008), and a research search strategy has been developed (Creswell, 2013; Robson, 2011). The articles on intellectual property analytics and patent analytics were searched through web searches.

The research follows a three phase process. We use a problem-solving approach (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011), to identify the need for the literature review. Firstly, we identify the problem opportunity through the following: a study of the future of patent analytics (Aristodemou and Tietze, 2017; Aristodemou et al., 2017), and the problem identification (Agrawal et al., 2017; Cooper, 2007; Lupu, 2017). Secondly, we search the most relevant research work on intellectual property analytics and patent analytics, through Scopus and Google Scholar. We narrow the papers using the search strategy of key terms below:

- (TITLE-ABS-KEY("Patent" OR "patent data" OR "IP" OR "IP data" OR "Intellectual property" OR "intellectual property data") AND ("analysis" OR "analytics" OR "informatics" OR "analytic methods" OR "information retrieval")) AND ("Patent analysis" OR "Patent data" OR "Patent informatics" OR "Patent informatics" OR "Patent analytics" OR "IP analytics" OR "IP information retrieval" OR "intellectual property analysis" OR "intellectual property analytics" OR "intellectual property informatics" OR "IP information retrieval"

Thirdly, the reference lists of the published research articles are scanned. Then, we select the highest cited papers from these, such as the papers by Abbas et al. (2014); Bonino et al. (2010); Lupu (2013); Moehrle et al. (2010); Trippe (2003), and we build on them by reviewing these and the ones citing. The articles published in more recent years, with a focus on the development of tools, techniques and algorithms for analyzing intellectual property data based on machine learning and deep learning, were selected for presenting a discussion on intellectual property analytics methods and techniques. The purpose of presenting the articles in detail is to provide the readers with the latest research on intellectual property analytics in a unified form.
Intellectual Property Analytics

*Intellectual Property Analytics (IPA)* is the data science of analysing large amounts of intellectual property information, to discover relationships, trends and patterns in the data (Fig. 1). It is a multidisciplinary approach that makes use of mathematics, statistics, computer programming, and operations research to gain valuable knowledge from data, to drive decision making rooted in the business context. We make use of this definition, as there is no widely accepted definition of IPA; however, this is very much in line with the definition of *Patinformatics* (Moehrle et al., 2010; Trippe, 2003).

![Positional Venn diagram on the definition of intellectual property analytics](image)

Fig. 1 Positional Venn diagram on the definition of intellectual property analytics

Intellectual Property Analytics Process

The process of intellectual property analytics has been discussed in the literature in different context, mainly around the analysis of patents, due to the nature of the structured and unstructured data they contain within. Mainly, it has been viewed as the process with which one can analyse patent data with different methods to arrive at meaningful conclusions. Trippe (2015) has created a WIPO guide, which identifies and explains a large number of concepts on patent analysis and the methodology on how to run the different types of analysis. With the recent advancements of artificial intelligence, there has been a positive amount of activity around the different methodologies involved that could be applied to intellectual property data (Aristodemou et al., 2017; Lupu, 2017).

Most of the literature makes use of the process as defined by Moehrle et al. (2010) in a business context (Fig. 2), and consists of three main stages: the pre-processing stage, the processing stage and the post processing stage. In the pre-processing stage, the data are collected, after information extraction, cleaned and well prepared, with the purpose in providing these data in high quality, correctness and completeness. In the processing stage, the analysis of the data extracted in the pre-processing stage takes place using different methods to classify,
Fig. 2 Patent analytics process, source: Moehrle et al. (2010)

This is similar to Abbas et al. (2014), who presents a generic patent analysis work-flow, with the distinction that every analysis made has a specific purpose (Fig.4). Raturi et al. (2010) argues that this process is a complementary process to the innovation cycle, and that the analysis of intellectual property data has many application in many fields. Bonino et al. (2010) links the patent life cycle to the patent related information sources and the different tasks along the patent analytics tasks. They argue that a patent analytics process is a purpose-driven process, which consists of search tasks (patent ability, validity, infringement, portfolio survey, technology survey), analysis tasks (micro and macro assessment of business value, technical assessment and technology suggestions), and monitoring tasks (early sign monitoring, technology monitoring, portfolio monitoring, single patent monitoring).
Similarly, Baglieri and Cesaroni (2013) argue that patent analysis is a form of patent intelligence to support decision making. They argue that there are two meanings to the term of patent analysis, the process that considers all of the above, and the actual analysis of the patent data. They use the research by Bonino et al. (2010) to define the three patent analysis tasks, patent searching, patent analysing and patent monitoring, and link value of information from these to the open innovation funnel (Fig.3).

**Fig. 3 Patent analysis within the innovation context, source:** Baglieri and Cesaroni (2013)

**Intellectual Property Analytics Methods**

There are several analytic methods that have been used with intellectual property data, and specifically patent data (Abbas et al., 2014; Trippe, 2015). Fig.5 shows the methods or approaches that have been used to analyse IP data.

One form of IP data analysed are patent data, which contain a series of structured and unstructured data. Abbas et al. (2014) provide a comprehensive literature review on the patent analytics techniques, where they distinguish between text mining and visualization approaches and the applicability to structured and unstructured data. Mainly the approaches shown in Fig. 5 are concentrated around text mining techniques, due to the nature of the patent data itself (Abbas et al., 2014; Bonino et al., 2010). However, visualization approaches also exist that translate the patterns and information from the analysis to meaningful insights, to aid decision making (Moehrle et al., 2010), as shown in Fig.2.

NLP is concerned with the interactions between computers and human (natural) languages, and, in particular, the processing of large natural language corpora. It uses computational
linguistic mechanisms to represent the text found in any document. NLP has been used in hybrid structure with bibliographic coupling and text mining to discover patterns in a patent retrieval and analysis platform (Liu et al., 2011). Yoon and Lim (2013) construct patent maps dynamically by analysing the Subject-Action-Object (SAO) extracted structures, to identify the technological competition trends. Park et al. (2013b) utilize SAO structures, from extracted NLP language structures in patent documents, to compare them against TRIZ evolution trends to evaluate technological evolution. This method can be expanded to SAO based intelligent patent analysis, where the semantic similarities between patents can be visualized in patent maps and patent networks (Park et al., 2013a). Choi et al. (2012) develop a technology tree using NLP to extract SAO structures and perform similarity detection between patents. Park et al. (2013b) detect infringement by using SAO structures to express the relationships that exist between technological components, calculating semantic similarity.

In addition, integrating SAO structures and technology roadmapping approaches improves decision making by utilised the product-function-technology maps. Gerken and Moehrle (2012) utilize NLP through syntactic analysis to create semantic SAO structures to identify novelty among patents. Some authors use the property-function analysis, which uses grammatical analysis to extract properties and functions from patent documents, to create patent networks (Dewulf, 2013; Yoon and Kim, 2012).

Rule based approaches make use of inference and association rules. Shih et al. (2010) propose patent trend change mining, which has a change detection module, where keywords searching within patent documents allows for structure extraction, associating the structures and
extracting trends. Yu and Lo (2009) use the IF-THEN rules in conjunction with the Kohonen learning algorithm and the first nearest neighbour heuristic to plan technology strategies.

Semantic analysis is the process of relating syntactic structures, from the levels of phrases, clauses, sentences and paragraphs to the level of the writing as a whole, to their language-independent meanings. They rely on domain knowledge and create relationships among domain specific concepts. Lee et al. (2013) proposes the detection of infringement using semantic analysis and dependency relationships. Wang and Cheung (2011) extract key concepts from patent documents to discover and use the abstracts of patent documents collected from the USTPO database to classify patent documents using the Naives-Bayes algorithm. Also, the development of ontologies for multiple domains can serve as an integration platform, to develop the knowledge base by populating the ontology classes (Taduri et al., 2011). The authors expand this to propose a knowledge based framework to facilitate retrieval of patent documents (Taduri et al., 2012).
ANN are computational algorithm that have found extensive utilization in solving many complex real-world problems. Mainly, patents data have been used for classification and technology forecasting. Lamirel et al. (2003) propose a Kohonen self organizing map to perform a viewpoint oriented analysis to classify patent documents. The back-propagation algorithm has also been used to classify patent documents and create a knowledge management technology system (Trappey et al., 2005). In order to process large numbers of explicit knowledge documents, Trappey et al. (2006) develop a document classification and search methodology based on neural network technology that helps companies manage patent documents more effectively. The authors expand this research to include ontology-based artificial neural networks to classify patent documents (Trappey et al., 2012). Lai and Che (2009) propose a valuation model for the monetary legal value of patents, based on the extension neural network incorporated with the factor analysis. Chen et al. (2013) utilizes the back-propagation algorithm to explore the non-linear influences of number of inventors, average age of patents, and age of patenting activities on patent citations and corporate performance in the US pharmaceutical industry. Karanikić et al. (2017) develop and apply the extreme learning machine (ELM) using granted patents as one of the attributes to forecast gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate. In a similar approach, Jokanović et al. (2017) use as input attribute patent applications to estimate economic development.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have reviewed the literature on intellectual property analytics methods and techniques. While there is a large amount of literature on analysing IP data and several analytic methods deployed (Abbas et al., 2014), the application of computer science techniques, machine learning and deep learning, in the IP field, has hardly been applied (Ciccatelli, 2017; Lupu, 2017; Stading, 2017a,b). We contribute by reviewing the literature on the use of machine learning and artificial neural network methods in analysing IP data. In addition, we also contribute to the theoretical foundations of IPA, by defining the term IPA, and the technologies, techniques and tools that constitute it (Aristodemou et al., 2017); a definition which has hardly been proposed, with efforts mostly concentrating on patent analytics/informatics (Bonino et al., 2010; Moehrle et al., 2010; Trippe, 2003). This ensures the development of the industrial foundations of IPA, and how can firms use them to increase their knowledge on IP analytics. Further research is required in this field to identify use cases of IPA methods within the innovation process and apply these methods in firms.
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